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Abstract: Background: We define migrants as people who move from their place of birth to a new place of residence. Migration usually is directed by “Push-Pull” factors, for example to escape from poor living conditions or to find more prosperous socio-economic conditions. Migrant children tend to assimilate quickly, and soon perceive themselves as peers within their new social networks. Differences exist between growth of first generation and second generation migrants.

Methods: We review body heights and height distributions of historic and modern migrant populations to test two hypotheses: 1) that migrant and adopted children coming from lower social status localities to higher status localities adjust their height growth toward the mean of the dominant recipient social network, and 2) social dominant colonial and military migrants display growth that significantly surpasses the median height of both the conquered population and the population of origin. Our analytical framework also considered social networks. Recent publications indicate that spatial connectedness (community effects) and social competitiveness can affect human growth.

Results: Migrant children and adolescents of lower social status rapidly adjust in height towards average height of their hosts, but tend to mature earlier, and are prone to overweight. The mean height of colonial/military migrants does surpass that of the conquered and origin population.

Conclusion: Observations on human social networks, non-human animal strategic growth adjustments, and competitive growth processes strengthen the concept of social connectedness being involved in the regulation of human migrant growth.
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Introduction

This essay focuses on the non-genetic and non-nutritional determinants of adult body height in migrant people. We are particularly interested in the effects on growth of the peer group of a migrant child and adolescent, and how this child perceives being a dominant or a subordinate member within its new social network. The biological aspects of human migration and mobility have extensively been reviewed in Mascie-Taylor & Krzyżanowska (2017). In view of several definitions of the word ‘migrant’ in the human biology literature, we define migrants as people who move from one place of residence to another, especially from their place of birth to a geographically and socially new place of residence. This includes people who have migrated within the same country, such as rural-to-urban migrants.

Migration usually is directed by ‘Push-Pull’ factors (Ravenstein 1885; Ngure et al. 2014). Push and Pull factors can be economic, political, cultural, and environmentally based forces. These Push-Pull factors either induce people to move to a new location or oblige them to leave old residences. Migrants usually leave their original social network and enter new social networks, they may arrive alone, or in groups (Gratton et al. 2007). Migrants tend to identify with their home country and culture (Waldinger 2008), often maintaining cross-border ties to their origin communities (Mouw et al. 2014). They often keep up with traditional values, cultural, ethnic-religious, ethnic-juristic and ethnic-political concepts, as well as traditional lifestyle and eating habits. Migration is an arduous process, and staying connected to the homeland is one coping strategy. Adding to the difficulties of the migration process is the fact that many migrants are marginalized and socially disadvantaged in their new communities. Integrating into the local social networks is often difficult and prejudice against the newcomers may lead to ethnic conflicts (Landis & Alber 2012). Nevertheless,
most migrants tend to assimilate to some degree in the long run. Assimilation refers to the harmonization of different social groups (up to their fusion) with cultural and structural changes. Cultural assimilation is the process by which the migrant person’s or group’s culture comes to resemble that of the host. Structural assimilation is a process in which a social or ethnic group gains the same access to structures such as education/law/jobs, as the ruling social or ethnic group.

In summary, migration usually exposes individuals or groups to different cultural conditions, in that the biological and socioeconomic environment differs from that in their place of origin. This transition can produce behavioural and psychological responses, as well as physical changes in the amount and tempo of child growth and attained adult height (Mascie-Taylor & Krzyżanowska 2017; Bogin 1988). This essay highlights the growth patterns that parallel the cultural transition of migrant children and adolescents. We are particularly interested in migrants who escape from poor or dangerous living conditions to find more prosperous general living and socio-economic conditions, usually with improvements in nutrition, health, housing, water and sanitation (Ngure et al. 2014). These migrants may be classified as “social upgraders” when successfully integrating into the new host population. Adoptees and refugees belong to this group. In contrast, there is another group we are interested in, consisting of migrants who arrive in a new place as conquistadores, colonial rulers, or otherwise psychologically, political or economic oppressors, to dominate their host populations.

In this article, we test the hypotheses that:

1. cultural and structural assimilation by “social upgrading” migrants into their new host population is accompanied by adjustments in height growth toward the median height of the hosts. We evaluate cases of migration due to social, economic and political Pull factors including adoptees from low income countries adopted by families in high income countries, and

2. violent, oppressive or military and colonial migration due to conquest is accompanied by height growth that significantly surpasses the median height of both the conquered population and the population of origin.

Human societies can be viewed as networks that can be characterized by nodes (individuals or groups of people), and edges connecting the nodes. The connectivity between people has been studied and not only shows social clustering on emotional traits, on tastes in movies, music, and books, but also on food consumption, obesity, smoking, likelihood of health screening, and other behavioral characteristics (Christakis & Fowler 2013). Recent Monte-Carlo simulations of body height in an artificial network showed that spatial connectedness can affect height clustering, similar to that seen in natural societies, and further strengthened the concept of connectedness being involved in the regulation of human height (Hermanussen et al. 2014; Hermanussen et al. 2016). These associations are social in nature – they do not depend on genetic relatedness between people – but, are of biological importance in that they produce phenotypic variation that leads to elevated risk for morbidity and mortality (Holt-Lunstad et al. 2010). More recent research finds that social networks influence hormonal activity, including oxytocin and serotonin (Kanat et al. 2013; Dönlen et al. 2013) as well as cortisol and testosterone (Kornienko et al. 2014; Kornienko et al. 2016; Ponzi et al. 2016). How social networks may influence growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor-1 is not well researched, but in view of recent work on body size as an expression of social dominance (Bogin et al. 2015; Hermanussen & Scheffler 2016) we discuss evidence supporting the hypothesis that migrant children can adjust in height toward the average height of their recipient social network, or surpass height of their host and donor populations in cases of violent, oppressive or military and colonial migration.

Material and methods

We review literature on migrant body heights and body height distributions that is related to social factors. In particular, a Maya population from rural Guatemala that migrated to the United States and rural Bangladeshis who migrated to the United Kingdom, both being strongly influenced by conventional economic, social and political Push-Pull factors. We also review literature on adoptees moving from India to Sweden and Europeans migrating to the United States and Indonesia, and present historic data on child growth in a colonial dominant European population living in Indonesia.

The Maya-American children considered in this study reside in Indiantown, Florida (a rural community) and Los Angeles, California. The history of Maya immigration into these two communities, described elsewhere by Ashbranner & Conklin (1986), Burns (1993), Loucky (1996) and Bogin & Loucky (1997), is here briefly reviewed to provide a general description of the biocultural environment of the refugees of the present study. Civil war in Guatemala from the early 1970s to 1986 resulted in the death of tens of thousands of Maya and the exodus of more than 250,000 into Mexico and, eventually, into the United States. Despite the civil war and forced migration, most adult Maya migrants to the United States aspire to maintain cultural identity rooted in their formative experiences in rural Guatemala, such as Maya language. Maya refugee children, on the other hand, were born or raised in the United States and most learn both English and Spanish simultaneously, fewer of the refugee children learn their Maya language. While Maya values are still strongly emphasized at home, children are acquiring non-Maya cultural values and behaviours on the streets and in the schools.
The Maya children measured for this study were between 5.00 and 12.99 years old and belong to the Q’anjob’al language group. Q’anjob’al speakers come from a relatively small region in the northwest Guatemala highlands. Despite their geographic separation in the United States these refugees come from the same ethnic and geographic origin in Guatemala. In Florida children were measured at two primary schools in the years 1992 and 2000. The Los Angeles Maya children were measured at a Christmas party sponsored by a Maya cultural organization in December 1992 and at a community fiesta in 1999. A few children were measured in their homes. In total, for both Indiantown and Los Angeles 213 Maya children were measured in 1992 and 431 in 1999–2000. The methodologies for the data collection are described in previous papers (Bogin & Loucky 1997; Bogin et al. 2002). To compare the growth of Maya-American children with Maya living in their homeland, a sample of 1,353 Guatemala-resident boys and girls living in rural Guatemala villages and measured in 1998 are included in the analysis. Bangladeshis data come from Houghton et al. (2014) who recruited healthy girls, aged 5–16 years, from schools in Sylhet, Bangladesh (BD) and London, United Kingdom (UK) comprising four groups: Sylhetis (N = 165), first-generation migrants to the UK (N = 42), second-generation girls (N = 162), and British girls of European origin (N = 50).

Body heights of white US Americans of the early-to-mid 19th century have been summarized by Komlos & Cuff (1998). Body height of white South African settlers was reported by Henneberg (2001). Historic data from Australia were obtained from Boyd (1980). Data on body height of colonial Dutch children born and raised in Indonesia were obtained from de Haas (1931) and Gorter & de Haas (1947). The issue essentially suggests a multivariate data analysis but historic data that allow such analysis, are not available. Therefore, the analysis is confined to descriptive statistics.

Results

Maya and Bangladeshis

Fig. 1 provides a modern example of Maya children born and raised in Guatemala versus migrant Maya children, born and raised in two US locations. The figure illustrates the marked improvements in average height of children who migrated to the US. Mean height of children and adolescents aged 5–17 yrs (N = 1897), raised in Guatemala, measured in 1998, was −2.54 SDS below WHO standard/reference (WHO Multicentre Growth Reference Study Group 2006). Mean height SDS of children and adolescents aged 5.00–12.99 yrs (N = 245), raised in Florida and in Los Angeles, California, measured in 1992 was −1.15 SDS. And mean height SDS of children and adolescents aged 5.00–12.99 yrs (N = 444), raised in Florida and Los Angeles, measured in 2000 was only −0.53 SDS below WHO standard/reference (Bogin & Loucky 1997; Bogin et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2002).

The figure not only shows that migration affects the mean values of height, but also that migration fails to affect the width of the height distribution. Height distributions remain scale invariant, they simply shift to the right, as a whole. The US born children increased in height by more than 10 centimetres within a single generation, but the height difference between the tallest and the shortest within the group remained unchanged. When assuming a Gaussian distribution in height it becomes evident that the width of the three distributions is almost identical. The figure nicely illustrates that people in the same community tend to cluster in height.

Very similar data were published by Houghton et al. (2014) on the Bangladeshis in Bangladesh and London. The study found catch-up growth in height and an acceleration of developmental tempo, measured as age at adrenarche, of first generation migrants, a short final height of first, but not of second generation migrants, and the propensity for overweight. But even though height SDS increased from −1.2 height z-scores in Sylheti, to −0.8 height z-scores in the first, and to −0.2 height z-scores in the second generation, the standard deviation for height remained almost invariant with 1.3 SD in the Sylheti, 1.0 SD in the first, and 1.3 SD in the second generation indicating that also these girls tend to cluster in height.

Adoptees

A relatively new type of migrant are adoptees from low income countries, adopted by families in high income countries. In Sweden, over 6800 children from India have been adopted during the last 4 decades (Proos 2009). Upon arrival, most of them were very short, severely undernourished and suffered from infectious illnesses. Many showed a catch-up in height growth. Catch-up growth is a physiological condition of temporary overgrowth, and is indicative of previous growth impairment. It is defined as a height velocity above the statistical limits of normality for age and/or maturity during a defined period of time, following a transient period of growth inhibition (Boersma & Wit 1997). Catch-up growth occurs after illness, starvation, and psychosocial deprivation, and takes the child back onto his original pre-insult centile or standard deviation score position. Catch-up growth in adoptees is usually accompanied by long lasting developmental acceleration. Particularly, adopted girls tend to prematurely start puberty. Proos (2009) prospectively studied 114 Indian children, adopted in Sweden, over a period of two years. The girls’ menarche (first menstruation) was at 11.6 (range of 7.3–14.6) years which was earlier than Swedish (13.0 years) and also earlier than wealthy Indian girls in India (12.4–12.9 years). Also, the adolescent growth spurt of the adoptees was, on average, 1.5 years earlier. The premature onset of pubertal development increased the pace of bone maturation, and in many cases, led to clinically significant reductions in adult height. Final height in these girls was 154 cm (−1.4 SDS), final weight 46.9 kg (−1.1 SDS). Eight percent
of the girls remained 145 cm or shorter. Boys appeared to be less affected by this acceleration (Proos 2009). This acceleration is difficult to explain, but apart from improvements in health and nutrition, it may also be viewed as an attempt of excessive assimilation in size.

**Conquistadores**

Military conquests are a particular form of migration. Conquistadores form the dominant social strata, and they usually take care to ensure that their offspring maintain social dominance. They do not integrate, but rather impose their social networks on their subjects. Colonial Europeans of the 19th and early 20th century were not only taller than their native subjects, but also taller than their continental relatives in Europe. White US Americans of the early-to-mid 19th century surpassed white Europeans by several centimetres (Komlos & Cuff 1998). American white men in 1860 averaged 174.1 cm, while adult men in England averaged 165.6 cm and in Sweden and Norway averaged 168.6 (Komlos & Baur 2004). Greater height for colonists was also true for...
white settlers of 19th century South Africa (Henneberg 2001) and Australia (Boyd 1980).

Tall stature also prevailed in the children of colonialists. De Haas & Gorter (1931) and de Haas (1947) measured Dutch children raised in a boarding school at Brastagi/Indonesia (1926–1928). They were similar in height compared with “tall” US American children (Baldwin 1924), up to 15 cm taller than German children (measured in 1922 by Schlesinger 1926), and children raised in Amsterdam (published by Shippers in 1916 (cited after de Haas 1931)) (Table 1), and very much taller than indigenous Indonesian children. It is unlikely that the greater stature of the European colonists and their children is due to better nutrition and health. Indeed, the burden of tropical infections from microorganisms and parasites that are considered responsible for poor growth in many indigenous populations, and likely also affected the offspring of the new colonists, do not exist in Europe.

Instead, we propose that the greater height of the colonial Europeans was in large part due to their self-perception as the dominant social class with a consequent competitive growth and strategic growth adjustment toward greater average height.

### Discussion

Migration results in a series of biological changes in the growth and development, fertility, morbidity, and mortality of migrants and their descendants (Bogin 1988; Mascie-Taylor & Krzyżanowska 2017). The biological changes are the result of adaptation and adjustment to the new bio-social environment. The process of adaptation requires behavioural and social flexibility, which are common characteristics of all humans, not just of migrants (Grupe et al. 2012; Lasker 1969).

Migrant assimilation is not a fast-selling item and takes at least one full generation (Bogin 1988). Their assimilation is accompanied by several physical phenomena of which child and adolescent growth is one. Migrant children and adolescents tend to grow faster, they tend to mature earlier and in many cases reach taller adult height than their non-migrant relatives back home (Hermanussen 2013). Differences in child and adolescent growth may be so significant that special growth references have been constructed to better depict the characteristics of migrant growth, such as for Dutch-born Turkish and Moroccan children (Fredriks et al. 2000; Fredriks 2004) and German-born Turkish children (Redlefsen et al. 2007). Migrant children are prone to overweight and obesity and as adults tend to suffer from high prevalence of hypertension, diabetes, chronic kidney disease, obesity and metabolic syndrome (Modesti et al. 2014).

The assimilation in growth of migrants has long been a matter of scientific interest. As early as 1912, Boas (1912) demonstrated the plasticity of human cranial form in US immigrants, challenging traditional doctrines of hereditary,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>Brastagi height (SD)</th>
<th>Amsterdam</th>
<th>German cities</th>
<th>Frankfurt well situated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>120.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>109.1</td>
<td>115.6</td>
<td>121.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>126.2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>112.2</td>
<td>120.7</td>
<td>124.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>131.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>117.4</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>129.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>136.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>123.5</td>
<td>130.3</td>
<td>135.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>141.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>127.7</td>
<td>134.7</td>
<td>138.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>147.2</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>133.5</td>
<td>142.5</td>
<td>148.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>153.3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>139.2</td>
<td>138.8</td>
<td>148.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>Brastagi height (SD)</th>
<th>Amsterdam</th>
<th>German cities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>116.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>108.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>114.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>129.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>118.4</td>
<td>119.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>136.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>123.4</td>
<td>124.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>143.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>128.5</td>
<td>129.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>148.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>132.9</td>
<td>134.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>155.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>137.8</td>
<td>139.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
so-called ‘racial’, characteristics in the human form. Boas also found parallel changes in body height, and discussed possible explanations, starting from natural selection and selection biases between the groups of American-born and foreign-born children, differences in the numbers of illegitimate children, in social conditions, breaking of more inbred lines, climate, and even mechanical influences such as handling and cradling of infants. Finally, Boas discussed changes in “germplasm”, which almost sounds like a vague anticipation of modern epigenetics. Amazingly, Boas did not explicitly discuss nutrition. But noticing the diligence he spent on his work, it seems plausible that he did not overlook the intuitive link between nutrition and growth, but felt that it fails to offer an appropriate explanation for the observed plasticity in human growth. He explicitly stated that “I repeat that I have no solution to offer, that I have only stated the results of my observations and considered the plausibilities of various explanations that suggest themselves, none of which were found satisfactory. Let us await further evidence before committing ourselves to theories that cannot be proven.” The likelihood of selective migration, “are migrants taller than sedentes”, has been discussed in the literature, and case studies of both selective and random migration are reported (Krzyżanowska & Mascie-Taylor 2011). The push factors, such as war and poverty, usually affect people without regard to their height. Bogin (1988) discussed rural-to-urban migration and found some selection for higher SES that may associate with taller height, but overall, there is not much evidence that migrants are selected for physical traits. Zielińska (1991) analyzed rural-to-urban migration in Poland and reported some selection for greater height when the rural migrants were of very low SES, but no selection when SES was higher.

The link between environment, nutrition and growth is traditional. Louis René Villermé (1782–1863), a French hygienist, used data collected by the military services of the French army in 1812 and 1813 and data from the report to the Minister of War in 1817 (cited by Boyd 1980) and stated that “the stature of man becomes taller, and growth is completed earlier, all things being equal, when the country is rich, and comfort widespread, when clothing and especially food are good, and when difficulties, fatigues and privations experienced in childhood and youth are few. In other words, poverty, that is to say the circumstances accompanying it, produces short stature and retards the period of complete development of the body”.

The intuitive link between food and growth remained prevalent in the literature for centuries resulting in the long-standing tradition of claiming changes in nutrition responsible for the bodily changes observed in migrants. Spier (1929) wrote: “The inference is that the observed differences (in growth of Japanese children born in America and in Japan) are due to environmental influences, that is, to influences during the course of growth affecting the American-born in a manner different from those born in Japan” (Table 2). He then narrowed the “environmental influences” to nutrition and continued: “It is generally agreed that such features as stature, which show a considerable increase during the period of growth, are materially affected by nutritional and other factors.” This is a sharp contrast to Boas’ words, but Spier did not mention sources supporting his statements, nor did he report on his own findings to support his statements on migrant growth. The potential ‘eminent role’ of nutrition on growth has since been re-echoed many times and is the basis of contemporary nutrient intervention trials to prevent growth stunting (Goudet et al. 2016; Aguayo & Menon 2016; Hermanussen & Wit 2017).

Quite in contrast to these textbook lines, numerous historic observations questioned a causal association between nutrition and growth. Koch (1935) explicitly stated that “linear growth has been demonstrated to be almost independent of these two factors (physical exercises and more abundant food). It has neither been possible to achieve height increases by physical exercises, nor does particular abundance of food appear to be a prerequisite for growth at all. Size recklessly increases even during marked undernutrition . . . until the body has wasted his last depot”. Koch used the term “parasitic growth in length”. The statement is amazingly clear for a person who belonged to a generation of physicians that personally experienced the food short-
ages and starvation in the German population during and shortly after World War I. A knowledgeable summary of observations on human growth during starvation made in the 19th and the first half of the 20th century was provided by Keys et al. (1950) who, too, questioned a causal link between nutrition and growth.

Garrow & Pike (1967) also questioned the primary role of nutrition as the cause of growth failure. The authors examined 65 Jamaican children 2–8 years after they had been treated for severe malnutrition in a hospital. The former patients were found to be small by North American standards, but not when they were compared with Jamaican children of similar genetical and economic background. A major strength of this study is that Garrow and Pike compared the former patients with their own siblings raised in the same household. This is a good control for genetic and environmental variation. The authors failed to find convincing evidence that a period of severe malnutrition in infancy per se causes stunting of growth in children. In fact they found some evidence for just the opposite, that is, the children who had been hospitalized tended to be taller than their siblings (using sex-age z-scores). The former patients also tended to be faster growing than their siblings and this may be why they were susceptible to severe malnutrition. Garrow & Pike wrote that, “…the children who were admitted to hospital were genetically bigger than their siblings. We would suggest that the child whose genetic make-up is such that he would grow very rapidly if well fed, will suffer more on a restricted diet than one with more modest demands. This hypothesis could explain both the fact that in a given family on a restricted diet some children suffer much less harm than others, and also the tendency of the child who has been successfully treated for malnutrition to outgrow his siblings very slightly” (p. 4). The reasons for the more rapid growth of the former patients were not known, but it was certainly not due to greater food intake.

The second important issue to be discussed in migrant growth, is health. It is common wisdom that children from Third World countries suffer from various health impairments among which particularly chronic intestinal inflammation has been associated with growth faltering (Lunn 2000; Campbell et al. 2004). It is thus, intuitive to believe that improvements in health, housing, water and sanitation (Ngure et al. 2014), i.e. in the general living conditions during the process of migration, all of these factors being prerequisites for adequate child growth, may be considered responsible for the growth improvements of migrant children. In contrast to this intuitive belief, convincing longitudinal data in support are still missing. A few studies report that neither Long-chain PUFA supplementation (van der Merwe et al. 2013), nor glutamine-supplementation (Williams et al. 2007), nor early life exposure to antibiotics (Rogawski et al. 2015) had positive effects on growth. A systematic scoping review of interventions promoting better nutrition for infants and children, from birth to age 5.99 years old, living in slums in low income nations identified 22 unique studies of which 16 (73%) were assessed effective (Goudet et al. 2016). Ten of these effective studies increased body mass, especially fat, but had either no impact on stunting (length-for-age < –2SD), or were associated with greater stunting. The 6 interventions with a positive impact on stunting had small effects, with the mean improvement close to the typical value for measurement error. Another systematic review evaluated the effectiveness of urban and rural health and nutrition programmes in low income nations to prevent stunting of under-5 year old infants and children (Hossain et al. 2017). Literature between 1980 and 2015 was searched and only 14 programmes were identified that effectively reduced stunting based on the criteria of an annual rate of reduction ≥ 3%. The authors found that, “Successful interventions were characterised by a combination of political commitment, multi-sectoral collaboration, community engagement, community based service delivery platform, and wider programme coverage and compliance” (p. 1). Single interventions of micronutrient supplementation were not deemed effective.

A Cochrane systematic review of interventions to improve water quality, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) practices and their relation to nutritional status was published by Dangour et al. (2013). The authors focused on infants and children under 5 years old and assessed nutritional status as weight-for-height, weight-for-age or height-for-age. The review identified 14 studies meeting the inclusion criteria, involving 22,241 children at baseline and nutrition outcome data for 9,469 children. The authors conducted meta-analyses of the evidence and found no statistically significant effects of WASH interventions on any of the measures of growth in children under five years of age.

Social interactions and their effects on growth in height

Even if statistical effects are relatively small in many studies, genetics, nutrition, health, and WASH are important determinants of growth and adult body height. These factors interact with wealth, socioeconomic circumstances as well as with social strata, education and professional career, and last but not least, with choice of partners and the genetic make-up of the next generation. The classic interpretation considers optimum nutrition, absence of illness in a hygienic environment, wealth and supportive socio-economic circumstances as the corner stone of growth that will eventually enable the individual to fully reach his genetic target. Fig. 2 illustrates this concept.

We do not debate that nutrition, health, and living conditions influence growth and adult height, but in contrast to the traditional view that these factors are true regulators of growth, we consider these factors as prerequisites that allow for successful growth regulation. Understanding stature as a social signal we consider the regulation of growth
being influenced by social mechanisms (Hermanussen & Scheffler 2016). More simply stated, growth is a process that allows for adjusting individual height toward its relative optimum within the group. This social, or community based growth adjustment takes place within a wide genetic frame. Historic evidence suggests that populations may vary in average height by up to 20 cm within short historic periods of a few generations such as the Dutch secular trend (Floud 1994; Fredriks et al. 2000; NCD Risk Factor Collaboration 2016).

Strong support for growth adjustment within the group is given by the observation that even during periods of marked changes in the mean value for height, the distribution of height remains scale invariant. This is amazing. In a changing world with changing living conditions, it is expected that conditions do usually not change equally for everybody. In addition, inequality should not be limited to inequality of living conditions, also responsiveness to the living conditions is expected to be unequal among different individuals. Those who respond well to improvements should grow better than those who do not. The idea of inequality in the response to inequality in the environment was first brought up by Harrison (1963) who presented an “environmental adversity” hypothesis. The hypothesis implies that poor environmental conditions do not only go along with small mean values for body size but also with larger standard deviations for size. The hypothesis was supported by studies in human growth (Harrison & Schmitt 1989): when comparing coefficients of variation (CV) in growth in height in different countries, populations living under more adverse conditions (e.g. in India and Thailand) generally have larger CVs than the populations living under affluent conditions (e.g., in the UK). According to Harrison, Maya children born and raised in Guatemala should not only differ in mean height from migrant Maya children, born and raised in US locations, but they should also differ in height distribution. This is not the case.

---

### Fig. 2. The determinants of adult body height, comparing the classic interpretation considering genetics nutrition, and health versus the new interpretation, considering community effects within the group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEANS</th>
<th>depend on average living conditions</th>
<th>adaptive within a wide genetic frame*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VARIANCES</td>
<td>depend on individual conditions</td>
<td>community effects within the group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARGET</td>
<td>individual height maximum</td>
<td>relative optimum in the group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Genetics
- Nutrition
- Health, hygiene (WASH)

- Peer group
  - statistical modelling
    - Adjustment of individual height toward average height of the peers (Aßmann & Hermanussen 2013)
  - Status: dominance/subordination
    - zoological evidence
      - strategic growth adjustment in meerkats (Huchard et al. 2016)

* Throughout history genetically identical people differed in average height by more than 20 cm.
neither the data on migrant Maya height, nor the data on Bangladeshi children, nor historic observations in Japanese children (Spier 1929) support an environmental adversity hypothesis. Regardless of whether a population is short or tall, within group height difference between the tallest and the shortest remained unchanged.

The idea of some additional social regulation in height that narrows height variation toward the mean, appears straightforward. Social interactions and group behavior have long been studied. Turner & Oakes (1986) discussed social self-concepts in their social identity theory, and showed that the system of cognitive representations of self is based on comparisons with other people and relevant to social interaction. Group membership correlates with emotional, evaluative and other psychological parameters. Turner & Oakes employed the concept of a ‘self-categorization theory’ to explain the social-psychological basis of group phenomena, and to identify the mechanisms by which individuals become unified into a psychological group. “Group identification” and “identity signalling” facilitate in-group favouritism, and shape common goals and social norms. Conflicts of group interests not only create antagonistic intergroup relations, but also heighten identification with, and positive attachment to the in-group (Tajfel & Turner 1986). In relevant intergroup situations, individuals will not interact as individuals, on the basis of their individual characteristics or interpersonal relationships, but as members of their groups.

These observations are grounded in what is today called Social Network Theory, a field of inquiry that studies how people relate to each other, interact with each other, and affect each other. The connectivity between people has been shown to show clustering of social-behavioral properties such as happiness, loneliness, depression, sleep, drug use, divorce, sexuality and sexual orientation, political orientation, and tastes in movies, music, and books. These types of networks are not surprising, but less expected are findings of networks of social contagion in the ‘spread’ of food consumption, obesity, smoking, alcohol consumption, likelihood of health screening, cooperative behavior, influenza (Christakis & Fowler 2013). These associations are social in nature – they do not depend on genetic relatedness between people – but, are of biological importance in that they produce phenotypic variation that leads to elevated risk for morbidity and mortality. A meta-analysis of 148 studies found that structural aspects of the social network itself, that is, the degree of an individual’s integration in a social network, is as important as the functional consequences of membership, such as smoking or drug use (Holt-Lunstad et al. 2010). These authors write that, “social relationships exert an independent influence on risk for mortality comparable with well-established risk factors for mortality” (p. 12).

Group phenomena have long been studied in animals, and it has been shown that growth rates of mammals may vary in relation to their social environment. Huchard et al. (2016) showed in wild Kalahari meerkats (Suricata suricatta) that achieving a dominant position within the group is a direct stimulus to growth, and that individuals can adjust their growth to the size of their closest competitor. Equally important to emphasize is that growth adjustments toward larger body size happen before there is an increase in food intake. The authors discussed strategic growth adjustments and competitive growth not only in these, but also in other social mammals, including primates and humans.

These data support the view that an individual’s position within the group is a regulator and potential stimulus for growth. Almann & Hermanussen (2013) used a Bayesian approach to model data from a longitudinal study of school children and adolescents from Zurich, Switzerland, and found evidence for a growth regulation that operates during adolescence and adjusts individual height toward the average height of their peers, i.e. her/his immediate community (Fig. 2). They wrote, “the smaller the adolescent is compared with past mean average height (of the community), the more the adolescent grows during puberty”. Conversely, taller than average adolescents will grow less. The net outcome is that the distribution of heights of members of a community (or a social network) is narrow and will cluster toward the mean value (“community effect on height”). People may simply be short because their friends and neighbours are short, or tall because their friends and neighbours are tall.

A recent analysis of Polish school children further supported this idea. Koziel & Gomula (2016) showed in 1810 children aged 14 years decreases in height and BMI variance within school classes. Hermanussen & Scheffler (2016) further elaborated on these findings by providing historic evidence that stature may serve as a social signal. From this literature we derive our hypothesis that migrant children adjust their height growth toward the mean of the recipient social network. They start perceiving themselves as members among peers within their new social networks and they grow toward the average height of their hosts via the processes of competitive growth and strategic growth adjustments (Fig. 2).

The mechanism that allows for strategic growth adjustments and competitive growth and for the direct stimulatory effect of dominance on growth remains unclear. Preliminary data on IGF-1 in alpha males in primates (Sapolsky & Spencer 1997) and on the effect of sport success in humans (Bogin et al. 2015) suggest involvement of the IGF-1-growth hormone axis to play a role in this regulation. IGF-1, as one of the most potent regulators of human growth, closely interacts with the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signalling pathway that has recently been reviewed by Saxton & Sabatin (2017). mTORC1 is a master growth regulation pathway that is sensitive to nutrition deficits. mTORC1 specifically senses amino acid deficiency and represses protein and lipid synthesis and cellular growth in the state of starvation (Efeyan et al. 2015). This explains findings of Semba et al. (2016) who showed that low serum concentrations of all nine essential amino acids, with conditionally essential
amino acids (arginine, glycine and glutamine), non-essential amino acids (asparagine, glutamate and serine) and six different sphingolipids are associated with child stunting in Malawi. The study also found significant differences in phosphatidylcholines which are involved in chondrogenesis, a major determinant of linear growth, underscoring the causal association of poor growth in the state of under-nutrition and inadequate dietary intake of essential amino acids and choline. These findings need to be taken into consideration when discussing growth in migrant children from nutritional deprived regions. These data however, do not throw light onto the mechanisms that allow for growth adjustments and competitive growth in migrant children that were appropriately nourished and yet, catch-up toward their new hosts, and to off-spring of violent, oppressive or military and colonial migrants who diverge from the conquered toward greater mean height.

Conclusion

There is no singular characteristic pattern of migrant growth. This partially derives from the definitions of how to define the status of a migrant. As migration usually directs towards more prosperous socio-economic conditions, it is difficult to unambiguously separate environmental, nutritional, health related, and other physical effects on migrants from effects mediated by their social, cultural and structural assimilation. Migrant assimilation usually starts quickly. Migrant children perceive themselves as members among peers within their new social networks. But migrants may not only simply assimilate in height. They may also significantly surpass height of their host population as observed in colonial rulers, or otherwise psychologically, politically or economically dominating groups. Observations in animals on strategic growth adjustments and competitive growth as relevant growth regulators strengthen the concept of social connectedness being involved in the regulation also of migrant growth.
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